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The theoretical limit on the Fed's ability to improve its
short-run monetary control procedures could be represented as a graph of all the combinations of money and
interest rate volatility the Fed can achieve with efficient
procedures. Economists refer to such a graph as a tradeoff
curve because its shape tells the rate at which one good or
goal can be exchanged for another. In this case, of course,
it tells the rate at which the Fed could exchange better (or
worse) short-run money control for larger (or smaller)
interest rate movements by switching from one efficient
control procedure to another.
At any point in time, then, the question of whether new
monetary control procedures could reduce short-run volatility while still keeping average money growth on target
can be answered by using actual data to estimate this
tradeoff curve as well as the Fed's current position on or off
it. If the combination of money and interest rate volatility
the Fed has been achieving lately is not on the tradeoff
curve, then the Fed's monetary control procedures are
inefficient and both forms of volatility could be reduced by
improving the procedures enough to move onto the curve.
If the recent combination of volatilities is on the tradeoff
curve, the Fed is already using efficient procedures, and
the best it can do by altering its procedures is to exchange
one form of volatility for the other by moving along the
curve. Whether or not that sort of change is desirable
depends on the relative importance the Fed attaches to
short-run money control versus short-run interest rate
smoothness. Nonetheless, an estimate of the shape of the
tradeoff curve would provide a useful summary of the
Fed's options.
Despite the relevance of this sort of analysis to the

Since the Federal Reserve changed its monetary control
procedures in late 1979, many observers have given the
Fed credit for reducing the average rate of growth of the
money supply. Some, however, have criticized the Fed for
allowing interest rates to swing widely and the money
supply to move far from its trend in the short run (from
month to month, for example). These criticisms have
challenged economists by raising the question of whether,
by further modifying its monetary control procedures, the
Fed could achieve all that its critics would like: less shortrun volatility in both money and interest rates as well as its
desired long-run growth of money.
This is really a question about the efficiency of the
Fed's current procedures. In most models of short-run
movements in monetary policy variables, interest rates are
the link between the Fed's actions to control money and
the growth of money soon thereafter. So, under any
particular monetary control procedures, the more the Fed
intervenes in money markets in an attempt to tighten control of money, the more interest rates fluctuate. These
models indicate that changes in procedures can improve
the Fed's ability to both control money and stabilize
interest rates. But, according to the models, such changes
are limited; ultimately the Fed faces a tradeoff between its
short-run goals. When the Fed is using optimal procedures—those that produce the best possible combinations
of money and interest rate volatility—the Fed cannot
simultaneously reduce the short-run volatility of both
variables. It must accept more of one to produce less of the
other. Only if the Fed is currently using inefficient
procedures, that is, can it improve its short-run performance by changing its procedures.

l

current monetary policy controversy, few economists
have attempted to determine what the Fed's tradeoff curve
really looks like and where it is in relation to recent levels of
short-run money control and interest rate volatility. And,
until now, no one has attempted to do that with optimal
control theory, a mathematical technique designed to
handle just this sort of problem of balancing competing
goals. I applied optimal control theory to a statistical
model of the linkages between weekly movements in the
money supply and interest rates during the last seven years
and found the model's implicit tradeoff between short-run
money control and short-run interest rate smoothness
since late 1979.1 also measured the actual degree of shortrun money control and interest rate smoothness associated
with the Fed's monetary control procedures in the last few
years.1
My estimates indicate that recently the Fed's procedures have been fairly efficient. In other words, simultaneous improvements in both short-run money control and
interest rate volatility are not likely because the Fed
appears to have been operating near the tradeoff curve
already. My estimates also show, however, that the tradeoff curve is almost flat: very small changes in the Fed's
degree of money control are associated with large opposing changes in interest rate volatility. This means that the
Fed could keep average money growth on target while
reducing short-run interest rate volatility considerably
from recent levels with at most a minor loss of short-run
money control. But it also means that a significant increase
in the degree of money control, from recent levels, would
require a degree of interest rate volatility unprecedented
even by recent experience.

money growth, and in October 1979, after several years in
which money growth exceeded annual targets, the Fed
announced a change in operating procedures which was
designed to acquire better short-run (and, therefore, longrun) control of money growth at the risk of introducing
more interest rate volatility.
Today even many of the Fed's critics admit that it has
brought the trend growth of money closer to targeted levels
since 1979. In recent years the center of controversy over
monetary control has shiftedfromhow well the Fed hits its
long-run targets for money to how volatile money and
interest rates are in the short run. Milton Friedman (1982),
for instance, acknowledges that "the Federal Reserve . . .
did succeed in bringing down the average rate of growth in
the quantity of money," but he argues that it must "recognize the importance of curbing the erratic ups and downs in
monetary growth" over short periods. At the same time,
interest rate volatility has clearly been an important
concern of the Fed's primary policymaking body, the
Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC). Members of
the FOMC have often expressed concern with the
possibility of whipsawing the markets (see, for example,
Volcker 1977, p. 26). This concern appears to have
something to do with the Fed's role as a lender of last
resort. Apparently, the fear is that increased rate volatility
will increase the probability of a financial panic. This
concern with money market conditions is discussed by
Jack Guttentag (1972, p. 71), who defends it, arguing that
"a good open-market strategy will permit adequate control
over aggregates and have strong panic-prevention properties as well."
Despite the Fed's recent experience, much research on
improving monetary control procedures has been directed
not at finding the Fed's best obtainable combinations of
money control and interest rate volatility, but rather at a
narrower issue: how to bring money closer to a chosen
target without destabilizing interest rates.
This issue appears to have arisen from a consideration

A Way to Balance the Fed's Competing Goals
The Fed recognizes that moving closer to its goals for both
money and interest rates can require changes in its
operating procedures. Since the early 1970s, as concern
about inflation has increased and more public attention
has been focused on money growth, the Fed has slowly
shifted its attention from controlling interest rates to
controlling the money supply.2 Starting early in 1970, the
Fed began to produce targets for money growth to guide
short-run policy. The instrument actually used to control
money, however was the federal funds rate, the interest
rate on short-term loans of the reserves of depository
institutions. Because this rate tended to change slowly,
money growth targets were often missed. Since 1975,
Congress has required the Fed to report annual targets for

1A more detailed description of this work is given in Litterman 1982.
2Actually, before 1970, the Fed targeted money market conditions, a policy
which basically involved holding short-term interest rates constant and accommodating fluctuations in money demand. A large literature has developed
addressing the issue of whether a central bank should try to control interest rates
or money. A well-known article by Poole (1970) shows that the answer may
depend on the source of shocks to the economy. A more recent analysis by
Kareken, Muench, and Wallace (1973) questions whether it is ever desirable to
target money. I do not address this issue; I take as given the Fed's decision to try to
control money growth.
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